
Order Form - Flex Neo AK  Transfemoral

We measure from the level of the foot shell to the top of the 
knee. The gap between the cover and the foot will be taken 
into account by us, depending on the type of foot.

The height of the knee in the range of 32-53 cm in [cm]

Additionally, the covers can be shortened by a few cm. 
In the case of a parabolic foot shell, the height measurement

must take into account the lowest 
point. In this case, the cover 
should be ground by yourself to 
the shape of the foot. 

Knee manufacturer and type
For example : OB 3R80

Foot manufacturer, type and size
For example : OB Taleo 1C50 L29

- All our covers can be shortened from the bottom by several mm. 
- In the factory state, the lower part of the cover is flat. 
- In the case of the foot as shown in the picture, the lower part of the cover can be ground to 

the shape of the foot. 
- If something is incomprehensible, look at our videos on the website in the menu - “VIDEOS"

Four photos on each side.

The camera must be placed perpendicular to the legs, in a low position, 
and both legs must be centered on the photo.

Colour TattooFinish
Matt varnish

Adapter
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Catalog number from 
the our website.
e.g.; 08-1001

( charged extra )

( charged extra )

Own

Skin Tone1

Black

Grey

White

Gpaphite

Skin Tone3

Skin Tone6

Cover circumference in [cm]
We recommend reducing the FlexCover circumference by a 
few percent, and even above ten percent for a very large calf. 
According to our customers’ opinion, the FlexCover looks 
good with a circumference of less than 40 cm
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For joints such as Genium, Genium X3, C-Leg4, 
Rheo the minimum circumference is 38 cm.
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